Recently, we estimated the number of excess deaths associated with different levels of body mass index (BMI) based on data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) program. 1 Our estimates were adjusted for age, sex, smoking, race-ethnic group and alcohol consumption levels. We thought it important to clarify in our article that any associations of weight with mortality were not necessarily causal but might be due, wholly or in part, to other factors, such as activity, diet, body composition or fat distribution, that were associated both with weight and with mortality. We did not consider body weight or BMI as surrogates for diet or for physical activity. In his commentary, Cundiff 2 does not disagree with us.
Rather he reemphasizes and elaborates on some of these points.
Cundiff's contribution is useful to remind the reader that the biological and social factors relating body weight to health outcomes are not fully delineated. As Cundiff points out, poor diet and physical inactivity, or conversely good diet and physical activity, are not the exclusive province of any one weight level. Improvements in dietary intake and increased physical activity and fitness may reduce risk for chronic disease independently of weight. For example, national survey data from NHANES have shown declines since 1960 in the prevalence of high cholesterol at all BMI levels. 3 Much of the decline, particularly in the 1970s, is likely to have been due to increased public awareness and to changes in the amount and types of fat in the diet, rather than to any widespread use of cholesterol-lowering drugs. In the 1988-1994 NHANES survey, only 3.5% of the obese population ages 20-74 years reported use of cholesterollowering medications, yet the prevalence of high cholesterol among both obese and lean declined steadily from 1960 to 1994. Although diet and physical activity levels have an important role to play in explaining the associations of weight with mortality, other factors, such as smoking cessation and medical care are likely to affect the relation of weight to mortality as well. 4, 5 Data from the NHANES surveys suggest the possibility that the impact of obesity on mortality has diminished somewhat over time. 1 Mortality rates from ischemic heart disease have declined markedly in the US and elsewhere, a decline that appears to be due both to risk factor reductions and to improvements in medical care. 4 
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The examples in the previous paragraph show that in studies of weight and mortality it can be difficult to disentangle all the causal effects. Cundiff's cautions against simple interpretations of complex data are well taken.
